Hamilton Beach® Temp Tracker™ Slow Cooker

**Slow Cooking with Temperature Control** – It’s no wonder the slow cooker is a go-to appliance for so many. Coming home to a ready-to-eat meal takes the work out of dinner time, and now Hamilton Beach brings slow cooking to the next level. The Temp Tracker™ Slow Cooker provides a new alternative for controlled and precise slow cooking. It’s the only slow cooker available with the ability to program a desired finished food temperature and hold that temperature. Simply set your final temperature at the beginning and let the built-in sensor probe track your meal throughout the entire cooking process. It can even be programmed to hold food at that specified temperature until served - up to 24 hours including cook time.

**Multifunctional** – Other slow cookers can vary in temperatures throughout the cook time making it challenging for more precise cooking techniques. With the Temp Tracker™ you can hold a specific temperature for long periods of time allowing you to do so much more than slow cook. This multifunction cooker can sous vide, simmer, poach, make yogurt and even fondue. The Temp Tracker™ Slow Cooker is a unique one-pot appliance that can multitask with precision.

**Easy to Use** – Programmable controls with an LCD screen make setting your slow cooker quick and easy. Hamilton Beach’s Stay or Go® clips hold the lid in place for less spills and smooth travel. A removable lid and stoneware vessel make clean-up a breeze.

**DETAILS**

**Product Name:**
Hamilton Beach® Temp Tracker Slow Cooker (Model 33866)
**MSRP:** $59.99
**Availability:** April 2018
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